Personal jurisdiction is in disarray. The doctrine is notoriously messy,¹ and it has recently become even messier for federal personal jurisdiction in particular. The Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause geographically limits a state court’s power to exercise personal jurisdiction over a defendant.² For a state court to exercise “specific” jurisdiction, the plaintiff’s claims must “arise out of or relate to” the defendant’s contacts with that state.³ And absent a federal statute to the contrary, federal courts relying on Rule (k)(1)(A) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure⁴ for personal jurisdiction face this same territorial constraint: their jurisdictional reach is limited to “the reach of the state courts where they are geographically located.”⁵ Or so the thinking went.

Recently, in Waters v. Day & Zimmermann NPS, Inc.,⁶ the First Circuit held that Rule (k)(1)(A) does not limit federal courts’ personal jurisdiction over claims that are added after a defendant has been properly served with a federal summons.⁷ This means that federal courts in the First Circuit proceeding under Rule (k)(1)(A) are no longer bound by the Rule’s territorial constraints for claims added after a federal summons is served. The upshot is that these federal courts now can exercise jurisdiction over some claims that are beyond the reach of the

---


³ Id. at 1025 (quoting Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Super. Ct., 137 S. Ct. 1773, 1780 (2017)). State courts also have “general” jurisdiction over any claims brought against defendants whose affiliations with the forum state are “so continuous and systematic as to render them essentially at home” there. Daimler AG v. Bauman, 571 U.S. 117, 127 (2014) (quoting Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 919 (2011) (internal quotation marks omitted)).

⁴ The text of Rule (k)(1)(A) reads: “Serving a summons . . . establishes personal jurisdiction over a defendant . . . who is subject to the jurisdiction of a court of general jurisdiction in the state where the district court is located . . . ” FED. R. CIV. P. 4(k)(1)(A).

⁵ A. Benjamin Spencer, The Territorial Reach of Federal Courts, 71 FLA. L. Rev. 979, 981 (2019); see also Daimler, 571 U.S. at 125 (“Federal courts ordinarily follow state law in determining the bounds of their jurisdiction over persons.” (citing FED. R. CIV. P. 4(k)(1)(A))); Sachs, supra note 1, at 1315 (writing that federal courts proceeding under Rule (k)(1)(A) “must follow the same jurisdictional rules as the states in which they sit”).

⁶ 23 F.4th 84 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 142 S. Ct. 2777 (2022).

⁷ Id. at 93.
state courts where they sit. Not only does this holding misinterpret Rule 4(k)(1)(A) and misconstrue existing Supreme Court precedent, but it also creates a loophole. Now, a plaintiff in the First Circuit who has properly served a defendant with a federal summons can freely amend her complaint to add new claims or parties that would otherwise violate Rule 4(k)(1)(A)'s territorial restrictions.

Day & Zimmermann provides services to power plants. It is incorporated in Delaware and headquartered in Pennsylvania. John Waters was an hourly employee at the company, earning $55 an hour working as a mechanical supervisor in Plymouth, Massachusetts. Waters claimed that the company failed to pay him at 150% of his hourly rate when he worked more than forty hours in a week, a violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Waters proceeded to file a collective action lawsuit pursuant to section 216 of the FLSA in federal court in Massachusetts, alleging that Day & Zimmermann failed to pay him and other similarly situated employees their FLSA-required overtime wages. Over 100 current and former Day & Zimmermann employees opted into this collective action.

Day & Zimmermann moved to dismiss the claims brought by the opt-in plaintiffs who worked outside of Massachusetts. It argued that the district court lacked personal jurisdiction over these plaintiffs’ claims under *Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court*, a mass tort case in which the Supreme Court held that a California state court lacked jurisdiction over nonresidents’ claims because there was no “connection between the forum and the specific claims at issue.” The district court disagreed and denied the motion. According to the district court, *Bristol-Myers* was inapplicable to the FLSA context. The court
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distinguished between mass tort cases and FLSA cases, noting that “un-
like in a mass tort action, in an FLSA collective action there is only one
suit: the suit between [the] Plaintiff and the Defendant.” Therefore,
the court reasoned, because this suit was “between Waters and Day &
Zimmermann,” the “appropriate jurisdictional analysis . . . [was] at
the level of Waters’[s] claim.” The court had jurisdiction over Waters’s
claim, and this was “all that [was] needed to confer personal jurisdic-
tion over [the] defendant” with respect to the nonresidents’ claims as
well. Day & Zimmermann sought an interlocutory appeal.

The First Circuit affirmed. Writing for the panel, Judge Dyk began by
establishing the court’s subject matter jurisdiction to hear this
interlocutory appeal. The panel then turned to personal jurisdiction,
finding that the district court properly exercised jurisdiction over
the nonresidents’ claims. The court noted at the outset that “the
Fourteenth Amendment does not directly limit a federal court’s juris-
diction.” The panel then rejected the argument that Rule 4(k) “incor-
porates the Fourteenth Amendment’s limits on the jurisdiction of federal
courts wherever a federal statute does not provide for nationwide ser-
vice of process.” The panel parsed the text of Rule 4(k)(1) and con-
cluded that it “nowhere suggests that Rule 4 deals with anything other
than service of a summons, or that Rule 4 constrains a federal court’s
power to act once a summons has been properly served.” Since all
parties agreed that (i) Waters had properly served Day & Zimmermann
and (ii) the nonresident plaintiffs were not obligated to do so, the panel
found that the district court properly exercised jurisdiction over the
nonresident opt-ins’ claims. In Judge Dyk’s view, if the drafters of Rule
4 had intended it to govern more than the service of a summons, “they
could have simply said that additional plaintiffs may be added to an
action if they could have served a summons on a defendant consistent
with Rule 4(k)(1)(A).
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The panel then turned to the history of Rule 4(k) and the structure of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. In the court’s view, Rule 4(k)’s history “shows that its limited purpose was to govern service of a summons, not to limit the jurisdiction of the federal courts after a summons has been served.” Earlier versions of Rule 4(k), according to Judge Dyk, “show that the rule evolved to simplify service, not to govern jurisdiction after service.” And as for structure: the panel declined to read Rule 4(k)(1)(A) as limiting the district court’s jurisdiction over the opt-in plaintiffs because Rule 20 — which “sets the limit for allowing additional parties to join a pre-existing lawsuit” — “already defines that authority.” In the present case, the panel reasoned, the FLSA’s “similarly situated” requirement for collective actions “displaces Rule 20 and limits the range of individuals who may be added as opt-in plaintiffs by requiring that they be ‘similarly situated.’” This requirement preempted Rule 4(k)(1)(A).

Judge Barron dissented “for reasons independent of the merits of the majority’s reasoning.” In his view, this was not the right time to decide this “significant question of first impression,” given the case’s interlocutory posture. Judge Barron argued that the majority’s time-of-service-based interpretation of Rule 4(k)(1)(A) was “internally coherent” but “controversial.” He highlighted the circuit split that the ruling created, and noted that he was not “aware of any other case in which any court . . . has ever read Rule 4(k)(1)(A) in the narrow, time-of-service-limited way that the majority reads it.” Judge Barron favored a “more cautious approach” that would lead to dismissing the appeal. Following this restrained course, he reasoned, accorded with the First Circuit’s “general reluctance to hear appeals from denials of motions to dismiss.” Judge Barron found that Day & Zimmermann had made “little more than a conclusory showing about the need for [the court] to weigh in now” and emphasized that the company was not presently “at risk of
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being held liable” because this was an interlocutory appeal. 51 By dis-
missing the appeal, Judge Barron concluded, the court would ensure
that it did not “decid[e] a major question about the meaning of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in a case in which it may turn out not
to be necessary for [the court] to decide that question at all.” 52
Not only did Waters decide that question unnecessarily, it also de-
cided it wrongly. By opting for a narrow, service of process–based read-
ing of Rule 4(k)(1)(A), Waters misinterpreted the Rule. And by declining
to impose the Fourteenth Amendment’s personal jurisdiction limits on
the district court, Waters misapplied Supreme Court precedent. The
result is that Waters effectively reads a nationwide service of process
provision into the FLSA for opt-in plaintiffs. But Waters’s ramifications
do not stop there. Now, plaintiffs in the First Circuit who have properly
served a defendant with a federal summons can simply amend their
complaint to add new claims or parties that would have otherwise been
blocked by Rule 4(k)(1)(A).
Before a federal court may exercise personal jurisdiction over a de-
fendant, that defendant must be served with a valid summons. 53 The
effectiveness of this summons is determined by Rule 4(k). 54 Because the
FLSA does not authorize nationwide jurisdiction, 55 and because Waters
did not join Day & Zimmermann under Rules 14 or 19, 56 the Waters
court was left with Rule 4(k)(1)(A). And if it is true that Rule 4(k)(1)(A)
“simply tracks state-court jurisdiction,” 57 Waters should have followed
state law in determining the district court’s jurisdiction over Day &
Zimmermann with respect to both Waters’s and the opt-in plaintiffs’
claims. 58 The Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause restricts
state court jurisdiction over corporations that are neither incorporated
nor headquartered in that state to only those claims that “arise out of or
relate to the defendant’s contacts with the forum.” 59 The non-
residents’ claims do not pass this test. These claims are not connected to
Massachusetts because the nonresidents did not work in Massachusetts
and therefore were not underpaid in Massachusetts. 60 Yet Waters held
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54 FED. R. CIV. P. 4(k).
56 See generally Complaint, supra note 11; FED. R. CIV. P. 4(k)(B).
57 Stephen E. Sachs, The Unlimited Jurisdiction of the Federal Courts, 106 VA. L. REV. 1703, 1745 (2020); see also Scott Dodson, Personal Jurisdiction and Aggregation, 113 NW. U. L. REV. 1, 37 (2018) (“Rule 4(k)(1) thus limits personal jurisdiction in federal court to the scope that would exist in the state in which the federal court sits . . . .”).
59 Ford Motor Co. v. Mont. 8th Jud. Dist. Ct., 141 S. Ct. 1017, 1025 (2021) (quoting Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Super. Ct., 137 S. Ct. 1773, 1780 (2017) (internal quotation marks omitted)); id. at 1024.
60 Cf. Bristol-Myers, 137 S. Ct. at 1781 (engaging in analogous reasoning).
that jurisdiction was proper, arguing that Rule 4(k)(1)(A) does not “constrain[] a federal court’s power to act once a summons has been properly served.”

First, the text of the Rule forecloses that interpretation. Rule 4 governs two distinct things: (i) the method of service; and (ii) a defendant’s amenability to service. The bulk of Rule 4 is dedicated to the method of service, establishing the rules for what a summons must contain and how it must be served. But Rule 4(k) is different: it outlines when a federal summons “establishes personal jurisdiction over a defendant.” Rule 4(k)(1)(A) further specifies that jurisdiction is proper only when the defendant is “subject to the jurisdiction of [state courts]” in the forum state. And, in most cases, the only way that state courts can have jurisdiction over a corporation that is neither headquartered nor incorporated in that state is if they have specific personal jurisdiction over that company — an inquiry that takes place at the level of the claim. Because state courts must engage in a claim-by-claim analysis when determining whether they have specific personal jurisdiction over a defendant, the requirement in Rule 4(k)(1)(A) that defendants be “subject to the jurisdiction of [state courts]” must also be at the level of the claim when specific personal jurisdiction is involved. It follows that summonses served under Rule 4(k)(1)(A) that rely on specific personal jurisdiction can establish jurisdiction over defendants only at the level of the claim, for that is the only level where they are “subject to the jurisdiction of [state courts].” As a result, holding that Rule 4(k)(1)(A) applies only to the initial claim makes the Rule internally inconsistent in cases like Waters: it establishes blanket jurisdiction over a defendant who can be “subject to the jurisdiction of a [state court]” only at the level of the claim.

Second, Waters’s reading of the Rule overlooks constitutional limits on personal jurisdiction. The Supreme Court explained in Bristol-Myers that specific personal jurisdiction requires “a connection between

61 Waters, 23 F.4th at 94.
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63 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(a)–(j), (l)–(m).
64 Id. at 4(k).
65 Id. at 4(k)(1)(A).
66 In Daimler AG v. Bauman, 571 U.S. 117 (2014), the Court left open the possibility that a corporation could be subject to the general jurisdiction of a state because of its “continuous and systematic” contacts with the forum. Id. at 133 n.11. A corporation could also consent to personal jurisdiction. Ins. Corp. of Ir. v. Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinee, 456 U.S. 694, 703 (1982).
67 See Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Super. Ct., 137 S. Ct. 1773, 1781 (2017) (“What is needed — and what is missing here — is a connection between the forum and the specific claims at issue.”).
68 Vallone v. CJS Sols. Grp., LLC, 9 F.4th 861, 865 (8th Cir. 2021) (“Personal jurisdiction must be determined on a claim-by-claim basis.” (citing Seifert v. Helicopteros Atuneros, Inc., 472 F.3d 266, 274–75 (5th Cir. 2006); Phillips Exeter Acad. v. Howard Phillips Fund, 196 F.3d 284, 289 (1st Cir. 1999)).
the forum and the specific claims at issue.”69 It is a distinction without a difference that Bristol-Myers involved a state court applying state law rather than a federal court applying federal law. For “[w]hen Rule 4(k)(1)(A) is the basis for personal jurisdiction in federal court, the federal court must apply the state’s long-arm statute and the Fourteenth Amendment due process test that would apply in state court.”70 And applying the Fourteenth Amendment due process test means applying Bristol-Myers. By reading Rule 4(k)(1)(A) as a limitation on only the original claim, then, Waters disregarded Bristol-Myers’s requirement that specific personal jurisdiction be based on the individual claims at issue.71

Third, Waters’s time-of-service-based interpretation of the Rule turns the ability to amend complaints into a “gaping loophole to the ordinary territorial restrictions on federal court jurisdiction that Rule 4(k) imposes.”72 At a minimum, Waters has written a nationwide service of process provision into the FLSA for opt-in plaintiffs. So long as the lead plaintiff can properly serve the defendant with process, opt-ins across the country can now join that suit notwithstanding their lack of connection to the forum state.73 To be sure, this result makes FLSA collective actions more efficient. But expanding federal courts’ jurisdiction is a job for Congress, not the judiciary.74 And, indeed, Congress has already created nationwide personal jurisdiction for many federal statutes.75 The FLSA is not one of them.76 What’s more, Congress has amended the FLSA several times since its enactment, and each time it has declined to authorize nationwide service of process.77 Congress’s silence “argues forcefully that such authorization was not its intention.”78 Future plaintiffs in FLSA collective actions would thus be wise to bring their original claim in the First Circuit, as this would allow opt-in plaintiffs to sidestep Rule 4(k)(1)(A)’s territorial limits. And the forum shopping concerns do not stop there.

69 Bristol-Myers, 137 S. Ct. at 1781 (emphasis added); see also Canaday v. Anthem Cos., Inc., 9 F.4th 392, 400 (6th Cir. 2021) (emphasizing the same phrase).
70 A WRIGHT ET AL., supra note 8, § 1069; see also id. (“Thus, for constitutional purposes, a federal court proceeding under Rule 4(k)(1)(A) must assess the defendant’s contacts with the forum state (rather than with the United States as a whole).”).
71 Bristol-Myers, 137 S. Ct. at 1781.
72 A. Benjamin Spencer, Out of the Quandary: Personal Jurisdiction over Absent Class Member Claims Explained, 39 REV. LITIG. 31, 43 (2019).
73 Waters, 23 F.4th at 94.
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Nothing in Waters necessarily cabins the holding to the FLSA context. True, the opinion noted that “[i]nterpreting the FLSA to bar collective actions by out-of-state employees” would frustrate the purpose of a collective action.79 And it argued that “[h]olding that a district court lacks jurisdiction over the non-resident opt-in claims . . . is not what the FLSA contemplated.”80 But these statements are pure dicta. They have nothing to do with the holding of the case: that Rule 4(k)(1)(A) does not limit a federal court’s jurisdiction after the initial complaint has been properly served.81 In fact, a district court in the First Circuit has already applied Waters to a non-FLSA case.82 The upshot is that plaintiffs in the First Circuit who have properly served a defendant with process now can amend their complaint to add new claims or parties that would otherwise be barred under Rule 4(k)(1)(A). In Tassinari v. Salvation Army National Corp.,83 for example, the defendant waived service only for the plaintiff to turn around and amend his complaint to add three new plaintiffs.84 Citing Waters, the court held that the defendant could not invoke Rule 4(k)(1)(A) to challenge the court’s jurisdiction over these newly added plaintiffs.85 There is no reason to think that plaintiffs will stop using this end run around the Rule any time soon. The loophole is open.

The First Circuit has now become an unusually attractive forum to serve a defendant with process. Only the initial claim must satisfy Rule 4(k)(1)(A); subsequently added claims and parties need not do so. Waters has thus written a quasi-nationwide service of process provision into not only the FLSA, but all other federal statutes as well. Here, though, what’s done can be undone. Congress can close this loophole by amending Rule 4(k) to clarify that the Rule’s territorial constraints remain in effect beyond the initial service of process.86 But in the interim, plaintiffs in the First Circuit rejoice.
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